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DETERMINE FAILED COMPONENTS IN FAULT-TOLERANT MEMORY

BACKGROUND

[0001] Current data storage devices such as volatile and non-volatile

memory often include a fault tolerance mechanism to ensure that data

remains available in the event of a device error or failure. An example of a

fault tolerance mechanism provided to current data storage devices is a

redundant array of independent disks (RAID). RAID is a storage technology

that controls multiple memory modules and provides fault tolerance by storing

data with redundancy. RAID technology may store data with redundancy in a

variety of ways. Examples of redundant data storage include duplicating data

and storing the data in multiple memory modules and adding parity to store

calculated error recovery bits. The multiple memory modules, which may

include the data and associated parity, may be accessed concurrently by

multiple redundancy controllers.

[0002] Another example of a fault tolerance mechanism provided to

current data storage devices is an end-to-end retransmission scheme. The

end-to-end retransmission scheme is utilized to create a reliable memory

fabric that retransmits individual packets or entire routes that are lost enroute

to a protocol agent due to transient issues such as electrical interference, or

persistent issues such as the failure of a routing component, cable, or

connector.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0003] Features of the present disclosure are illustrated by way of

example and not limited in the following figure(s), in which like numerals

indicate like elements, in which:

[0004] FIG. 1A shows a simplified block diagram of a compute node to

determine a failed component in a fault-tolerant memory fabric, according to

an example of the present disclosure;

[0005] FIG. 1B shows a block diagram of a fault tolerant system,

according to an example of the present disclosure;

[0006] FIG. 1C shows a redundancy controller, according to an example

of the present disclosure;

[0007] FIG. 2 shows RAID stripes across multiple memory modules in a

fault tolerant-memory fabric, according to an example of the present

disclosure;

[0008] FIG. 3 shows a state diagram of a method to determine a failed

component in a fault-tolerant memory fabric, according to an example of the

present disclosure;

[0009] FIG. 4 shows a flow diagram of a method used by multiple

redundancy controllers to determine a failed component in a fault-tolerant

memory fabric, according to an example of the present disclosure;

[0010] FIG. 5 shows a flow diagram of a method used by multiple

redundancy controllers to prevent silent data corruption in a fault-tolerant

memory fabric when a media controller fails, according to an example of the

present disclosure;

[001 1] FIG. 6 shows a flow diagram of a method used by multiple

redundancy controllers to prevent silent data corruption in a fault-tolerant

memory fabric when multiple fabric devices fail, according to an example of

the present disclosure; and



[0012] FIG. 7 shows a schematic representation of a computing device,

which may be employed to perform various functions of a redundancy controller,

according to an example of the present disclosure.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0013] For simplicity and illustrative purposes, the present disclosure is

described by referring mainly to an example thereof. In the following

description, numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide a

thorough understanding of the present disclosure. It will be readily apparent

however, that the present disclosure may be practiced without limitation to

these specific details. In other instances, some methods and structures have

not been described in detail so as not to unnecessarily obscure the present

disclosure. As used herein, the terms "a" and "an" are intended to denote at

least one of a particular element, the term "includes" means includes but not

limited to, the term "including" means including but not limited to, and the term

"based on" means based at least in part on.

[0014] In addition, the following terms will be used throughout the

remainder of the present disclosure. The term fabric may mean some

combination of interconnected fabric devices used to convey packet-based

information between endpoint components. The term memory fabric may

mean a fabric used, at least in part, to provide connectivity between

redundancy controllers and media controllers. The term lossy fabric may

mean a fabric architecture where individual packets are occasionally dropped

for transient reasons such as fabric congestion management, link-level ECC

errors resulting from electrical problems, etc. Lossy fabric, however, does not

imply unreliable protocol layer. A reliable protocol layer can be built on top of

the lossy fabric using end-to-end protection to retransmit any packets that are

lost. The term lossless fabric may mean a fabric architecture that guarantees

that packets are never dropped from a healthy memory fabric. In this regard,

packet loss can only result from a fault such as a failed fabric device.

[0015] The term protocol may mean a packet level semantic convention

used by protocol agents. The term protocol agents may mean endpoints (e.g.,

producers and consumers of data) that communicate with each other over a

memory fabric. The terms request or request packet may mean a packet sent

from a redundancy controller to a media controller, usually indicating a desired



memory activity such as a read or a write. The terms response or response

packet may mean a packet sent from a media controller back to a redundancy

controller from which it earlier received a request. The response may indicate

completion of the requested activity, supply memory read data, error status,

etc. The response also implicitly acknowledges that the original request was

received by the media controller. The term ping may mean an exchange of a

special request packet from requestor to responder and a corresponding

special response packet from responder to requestor. A ping is used only to

test the viability of the connection between the protocol agents. The packets

involved may be termed ping-request and ping-response packets. The term

cycle may mean a ping or packet on each of the routes existing between a

requesting protocol agent and a responding protocol agent.

[0016] The term redundancy controller may mean a requesting protocol

agent that acts on behalf of a central processing unit (CPU), input output (I/O)

device, or other user of memory, and generates requests such as read and

write requests to one or more responding protocol agents (e.g., media

controllers). The redundancy controller may be the attachment point where

producers or consumers of data attach to the fabric. The redundancy

controller may communicate with multiple media controllers and may

implement redundant storage of data across more than one media controller

on behalf of a CPU, I/O device, etc., such that the failure of a subset of the

media controllers will not result in loss of data or interruption of system

operation. The term media controller may mean a responding protocol agent

that connects memory or storage devices to a memory fabric. The media

controller may receive requests such as read and write requests, control the

memory or storage devices, and return corresponding responses. The media

controller may be the attachment point where data storage components attach

to the memory fabric. The term fabric device may mean a device along a

route between route endpoints in the memory fabric, such as a switch, a

router, hub, voltage regulator, clock generator, fabric crossbar, connector, etc.

[0017] The term command may mean a transaction sent from a



causes the redundancy controller to issue a sequence. The term primitive

may mean a single request issued by a redundancy controller to a media

controller along with its corresponding response from the media controller

back to the redundancy controller. The term sequence may mean an ordered

set of primitives issued by a redundancy controller to one or more media

controllers to execute a command received from a processor, I/O device or

other source. The term locked sequence may mean a sequence that ensures

atomic access to multiple media controllers. The term cacheline may mean a

unit of data that may be read from or written to a media controller by a

redundancy controller. The term is not intended to be used restrictively. The

cacheline may include any type or size of data, such as a disk sector, a solid-

state drive (SSD block), a RAID block or a processor cacheline. The term

stripe may mean a set of one or more data cachelines and associated

redundancy information stored in one or more parity cachelines that is

distributed across multiple memory modules. The term RAID may mean a use

of multiple media controllers each with its own memory devices, to store

redundant data in a manner such that the failure of a single media controller or

its memory devices will not result in loss of data, nor loss of access to data.

Variations which tolerate the failure of a larger number of media controllers or

memory devices are also covered by this term. The term RAID degraded

mode may mean a mode of operation of a RAID redundancy controller

following the failure of a survivable subset of the media controllers or their

memory devices. In degraded mode, reads and writes access the surviving

media controllers only. The term single point of failure may mean an

architecture in which the failure of a single redundancy controller can prevent

the continued operation of other redundancy controllers, or continued

accessibility of the data.

[0018] Disclosed herein are examples of methods to determine a failed or

dead component and prevent silent data corruption in a packet-switched fault-

tolerant memory fabric. The fault-tolerant memory fabric may be a packet-

switched memory fabric that connects one or more requesting protocol agents

to a plurality of responding protocol agents. The fault-tolerant memory may,



for instance, implement RAID storage technology. A silent data corruption

hazard results from unsynchronized entry of multiple requesting protocol

agents (i.e., redundancy controllers) into a RAID degraded mode in the event

of multiple independent fabric device failures or inactivity as further described

below.

[0019] Accordingly, the disclosed examples provide a method to

synchronize the entry into a degraded mode for multiple requesting protocol

agents that are affected by the failure or inactivity of a responding protocol

agent (i.e., media controller). The disclosed examples, for example, provide

protocol-layer interactions between redundancy controllers and media

controllers such that a redundancy controller that loses contact with a media

controller does so in a manner where it can distinguish between failure of a

media controller and the failure of multiple fabric devices. Thus, the degraded

mode is used to handle media controller failures, while fabric device failures

would result in a shutdown of the redundancy controller.

[0020] According to an example, a redundancy controller from a plurality

of redundancy controllers in the memory fabric may request packets (e.g.,

request ping packets) along a plurality of routes between the redundancy

controller and a media controller in periodic cycles. The redundancy controller

may determine whether route failures for all of the plurality of routes have

occurred within a number of consecutive periodic cycles. A route failure, for

instance, is determined to have occurred if a response packet (e.g., response

ping packet) is not received along the same route on which the request packet

was transmitted within a periodic cycle.

[0021] In response to determining that route failures for all of the plurality

of routes have occurred within the number of consecutive periodic cycles, the

redundancy controller establishes that the media controller has failed.

Accordingly, the redundancy controller may enter a degraded mode, wherein

the degraded mode allows continued access to data previously stored on the

failed media controller through use of redundant data stored on other media

controllers.



[0022] On the other hand, in response to determining that route failures

for less than all of the plurality of routes have occurred within the number of

consecutive periodic cycles, the redundancy controller establishes that a fabric

device has failed. Accordingly, the redundancy controller may transmit

request packets along remaining routes that are functional and monitor for

route failures in the remaining functional routes. The redundancy controller

may be shut down in response to a determination from the monitoring that

route failures in the remaining functional routes have occurred during a

periodic cycle subsequent to the number of consecutive periodic cycles. In

this scenario, the use of routes through the fabric devices that are dependent

upon the redundancy controller may be reenabled after the memory fabric is

repaired.

[0023] According to an example, each of the plurality of redundancy

controllers transmit request packets along a plurality of routes between each

of the redundancy controllers and the media controller in periodic cycles, and

each of the plurality of redundancy controllers determine whether route

failures for all of the plurality of routes have occurred within a number of

consecutive periodic cycles. In response to each of the plurality of

redundancy controllers determining that route failures for all of the plurality of

routes have occurred within the number of consecutive periodic cycles, each

of the plurality of redundancy controllers is transitioned to a degraded mode to

prevent silent data corruption.

[0024] End-to-end retransmission sequences ensure reliable operation of

a memory fabric despite the loss of packets. A specific example of an end-to-

end retransmission sequence is a protocol layer end-to-end retransmission

sequence where entire protocol-layer primitives (i.e., a memory-access

primitives such as read-request sent from the redundancy controller, and the

corresponding response packet such as a read-data-return, which doubles as

an acknowledgement) are timed by the redundancy controller that issues the

request, and the entire requested primitive is repeated in the event that the

entire requested primitive does not complete. It is noted that the disclosed



primitives, and to other end-to-end protection variations, such as those using

an explicit transport layer, distinct from the protocol layer, with a dedicated

acknowledgement packet distinct from the protocol-layer response.

[0025] In an end-to-end retransmission sequence for example, each

request packet that crosses the multi-hop memory fabric is acknowledged by

an acknowledgment message crossing back in the other direction.

Accordingly, a requesting redundancy controller waits for the

acknowledgement message while holding a copy of the requested packet in a

replay buffer so that it can be resent if the acknowledgement message never

arrives back at the redundancy controller. A resend of the copy of the

requested packet from the replay buffer is triggered by the expiration of a

predetermined time threshold, possibly via an alternate fabric route. The end-

to-end retransmission sequence may result in an ambiguous detection of a

failed media controller. Specifically, when a media controller fails

catastrophically (i.e., is unable to respond in any way to any requests received

from the redundancy controller), the media controller failure may be

indistinguishable from a total failure of a fabric device in the last surviving

fabric route between the two protocol agents. In other words, the redundancy

controller knows that either (i) the request packet or the corresponding

acknowledgement packet has been lost in transport, or (ii) the media controller

has failed.

[0026] In this example, the redundancy controller may attempt to resend

the lost request packet, possibly multiple times, and each time monitor

whether a timely acknowledgement packet is returned within a predetermined

time threshold. But, if repeated attempts to resend the request packet all

result in a similar timeout, then the nature of the failure can be assumed to be

a "hard" failure rather than just a transient delivery failure such as a dropped

packet. In the process of repeatedly resending the request packet, the

redundancy controller may give up on one route through the memory fabric,

and attempt to use another route. This is called a route failover, or a path

migration. If a repeated attempt to resend the request packet always result in



then the nature of the failure may be assumed to be either (i) a failure of the

media controller itself, or (ii) a combined failure of multiple fabric devices that

affect all routes between the redundancy controller and the media controller.

In most cases, the latter would be an unrecoverable error, and system

operation would be interrupted.

[0027] If the media controller has failed, redundant storage technology

such as RAID may ensure uninterrupted operation of the memory fabric

system by invoking a degraded mode where the failed media controller is

permanently removed from the RAID-protected data set. But, in the event of

combined failure of multiple fabric routes, a different outcome is necessary to

avoid a silent data corruption hazard. A silent data corruption hazard results

from the unsynchronized entry of multiple requesting redundancy controllers

into the degraded mode in the event of multiple independent fabric device

failures. The examples disclosed herein relate to fault-tolerant memory fabrics

where there are multiple redundancy controllers. If there were only a single

redundancy controller accessing the data on the media controllers, there

would be no silent corruption of the data.

[0028] For example, consider that the cause of the repeated timeouts is

due to multiple independent fabric device failures. This results in permanent

loss of communication between a redundancy controller and a media

controller. However, since the redundancy controller does not unambiguously

know that the cause of the failures is due to multiple independent fabric device

failures, the redundancy controller would enter degraded mode to ensure

uninterrupted access to the data stored in the media controller. The degraded

mode, for example, allows continued operation and continued access to the

data that has been lost when the media controller failed through the use of

redundant data stored on other healthy media controllers. Once in degraded

mode, the failed media controller is in effect permanently removed from

service, but the remaining set of associated media controllers continues to

operate with reduced redundancy.



[0029] A difficulty arises if there are multiple redundancy controllers that

can access the same set of media controllers. For example, consider the

scenario where two redundancy controllers were to access a shared set of

healthy media controllers, but only a first of the redundancy controllers enters

degraded mode because the first redundancy controller assumes that a

particular media controller has failed. The fact that the redundancy controllers

are not in agreement about degraded mode can cause silent data corruption in

several ways. For instance, consider the scenario where the first redundancy

controller, which is in degraded mode, attempts to write to a data cacheline on

the media controller that the first redundancy controller assumes has failed.

Since the first redundancy controller cannot write the data directly to the media

controller which is assumed to be failed, the first redundancy controller instead

skips writing to this media controller and updates another media controller that

contains a parity cacheline corresponding to the associated stripe.

Unfortunately, this leaves an inconsistency between the stored data and parity

for the associated stripe. Thus, this may result in silent data corruption if the

second redundancy controller, which is not in degraded mode, attempts to

read the same data cacheline. As a result, the second redundancy controller

may retrieve a stale copy of the data from the media controller, which the first

redundancy controller skipped writing to under the incorrect assumption that

the media controller had failed. Accordingly, the identification of a true nature

of a memory fabric failure is critically important to avoid silent data corruption

in the fault-tolerant memory fabric.

[0030] The technical benefits and advantages of the present disclosure

include providing RAID protection of data over a resilient, fault-tolerant

memory fabric that supports multiple redundancy controllers that representing

multiple independent, asynchronous sources of memory accesses (e.g.,

servers, I/O devices, CPUs, accelerators, etc.). The present disclosure

provides RAID protection while eliminating silent data corruption that may

result from the unsynchronized entry of the multiple redundancy controllers

into a degraded mode due to multiple independent fabric device failures.



[0031] With reference to FIG. 1A, there is shown a block diagram of a

compute node (e.g., computing device, input/output (I/O) server node) 100 for

determining a failed component in a fault-tolerant memory fabric according to

an example of the present disclosure. It should be understood that the

compute node 100 may include additional components and that one or more

of the components described herein may be removed and/or modified without

departing from a scope of the compute node 100.

[0032] For example, the compute node 100 may include a processor 102,

an input/output interface 106, a private memory 108, and a redundancy

controller 110. In one example, the compute node 100 is a server but other

types of compute nodes may be used. The compute node 100 may be a node

of a distributed data storage system. For example, the compute node 100

may be part of a cluster of nodes that services queries and provides data

storage for multiple users or systems, and the nodes may communicate with

each other to service queries and store data. The cluster of nodes may

provide data redundancy to prevent data loss and minimize down time in case

of a node failure.

[0033] The processor 102 may be a microprocessor, a micro-controller,

an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), field programmable gate array

(FPGA), or other type of circuit to perform various processing functions. The

private memory 108 may include volatile dynamic random access memory

(DRAM) with or without battery backup, non-volatile phase change random

access memory (PCRAM), spin transfer torque-magnetoresistive random

access memory (STT-MRAM), resistive random access memory (reRAM),

memristor, FLASH, or other types of memory devices. For example, the

memory may be solid state, persistent, dense, fast memory. Fast memory can

be memory having an access time similar to DRAM memory. The I/O

interface 106 may include a hardware and/or a software interface. The I/O

interface 106 may be a network interface connected to a network, such as the

Internet, a local area network, etc. The compute node 100 may receive data

and user-input through the I/O interface 106. Where examples herein



issued by the processor 102, this should not be taken restrictively. The

examples are also applicable if such commands are issued by an I/O device

via interface 106.

[0034] The components of computing node 100 may be coupled by a bus

105, where the bus 105 may be a communication system that transfers data

between the various components of the computing device 100. In examples,

the bus 105 may be a Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI), Industry

Standard Architecture (ISA), PCI-Express, HyperTransport®, NuBus, a

proprietary bus, and the like. Alternatively, the processor 102 may use multiple

different fabrics to communicate with the various components, such as PCIe

for I/O, DDR3 for memory, and QPI for the redundancy controller.

[0035] The redundancy controller 110, for example, may act on behalf of

the processor 102 and generate sequences of primitives such as read, write,

swap, XOR, lock, unlock, etc. requests to one or more responding protocol

agents (e.g., media controllers 120A-M) as discussed further below with

respect to FIG. 1B. The redundancy controller 110 may communicate with

multiple ones of the media controllers 120A-M, in which "M" represents an

integer value greater than one, and may implement redundant storage of data

across more than one media controller on behalf of the processor 102 such

that the failure of a subset of the media controllers 120A-M will not result in

loss of data or interruption of system operation. The redundancy controller

110, for example, may generate certain sequences of primitives

independently, not directly resulting from processor commands. These

include sequences used for scrubbing, initializing, migrating, or error-

correcting memory. The functionality of the redundancy controller 110 may be

implemented by hardware.

[0036] With reference to FIG. 1B, there is shown a block diagram of a

fault tolerant system 150 according to an example of the present disclosure. It

should be understood that the system 150 may include additional components

and that one or more of the components described herein may be removed

and/or modified without departing from a scope of the system 150. The



system 150 may include multiple compute nodes 100A-N (where the number

of compute nodes is greater than or equal to 1) , a network 140, and memory

modules 104A-M.

[0037] The multiple compute nodes 100A-N may be coupled to the

memory modules 104A-M through the network 140. The memory modules

104A-M may include media controllers 120A-M and memories 121A-M. Each

media controller, for instance, may communicate with its associated memory

and control access to the memory by the redundancy controllers 110A-N,

which in turn are acting on behalf of the processors. The media controllers

120A-M provide access to regions of memory. The regions of memory are

accessed by multiple redundancy controllers in the compute nodes 100A-N

using access primitives such as read, write, lock, unlock, swap, XOR, etc. In

order to support aggregation or sharing of memory, media controllers 120A-M

may be accessed by multiple redundancy controllers (e.g., acting on behalf of

multiple servers). Thus, there is a many-to-many relationship between

redundancy controllers and media controllers. Each of the memories 121A-M

may include volatile dynamic random access memory (DRAM) with battery

backup, non-volatile phase change random access memory (PCRAM), spin

transfer torque-magnetoresistive random access memory (STT-MRAM),

resistive random access memory (reRAM), memristor, FLASH, or other types

of memory devices. For example, the memory may be solid state, persistent,

dense, fast memory. Fast memory can be memory having an access time

similar to DRAM memory.

[0038] As described in the disclosed examples, the redundancy

controllers 110A-N may maintain fault tolerance across the memory modules

104A-M. The redundancy controller 110 may receive commands from one or

more processors 102, I/O devices, or other sources. In response to receipt of

these commands, the redundancy controller 110 generates sequences of

primitive accesses to multiple media controllers 120A-M. The redundancy

controller 110 may also generate certain sequences of primitives

independently, not directly resulting from processor commands. These



correcting memory. The media controllers 120A-M may then respond to the

requested primitives with an acknowledgment response.

[0039] RAID stripe locks acquired and released by the redundancy

controller 110 guarantee atomicity for locked sequences. Accordingly, the

shortened terms "stripe" and "stripe lock" has been used throughout the text to

describe RAID stripes and locks on RAID stripes, respectively. For any given

stripe, actual manipulation of the locks, including request queueing, lock

ownership tracking, granting, releasing, and breaking, may be managed by the

media controller that stores the parity cacheline for the stripe. Locking and

unlocking is coordinated between the redundancy controllers and the relevant

media controllers using lock and unlock primitives, which include lock and

unlock request and completion messages. Media controllers 120A-M

implement lock semantics on a per-cacheline address basis. Cachelines that

represent stripe parity storage receive lock and unlock primitives from

redundancy controllers, while those that represent data storage do not receive

lock and unlock primitives. By associating locks with cacheline addresses,

media controllers 120A-M may participate in the locking protocol without

requiring explicit knowledge about the stripe layouts implemented by the

redundancy controllers. Where the term "stripe lock" is used herein in the

context of media controller operation, this should not be taken to imply any

knowledge by the media controller of stripe layout. Media controllers 120A-M

may identify requests to a locked stripe by address only, without regard to the

stripe layout.

[0040] FIG. 1C shows a redundancy controller 110 according to an

example of the present disclosure. The redundancy controller 110 in this

example may be any one of redundancy controllers 110A-N shown in FIG. 1B.

The redundancy controller 110 may include and process the functions of a

packet module 112, a determination module 114, and a designation module

116.

[0041] The packet module 112, for instance, may send request packets

(e.g., pings) along a plurality of routes between the redundancy controller 110



and a media controller in periodic cycles. The determination module 114, for

instance, may determine whether route failures for all of the plurality of routes

have occurred within a number of consecutive periodic cycles. The

designation module 116, for instance, may designate a failed media controller

in response to determining that route failures for all of the plurality of routes

have occurred within the number of consecutive periodic cycles, and

designate a failed fabric device in response to determining that route failures

for less than all of the plurality of routes have occurred within the number of

consecutive periodic cycles. In this example, modules 112-1 16 are circuits

implemented in hardware. In another example, the functions of modules 112-

116 may be machine readable instructions stored on a non-transitory

computer readable medium and executed by a processor, as discussed

further below in FIG. 7 .

[0042] Referring to FIG. 2 , the fault tolerant scheme disclosed herein may

use memory associated with multiple memory modules (memory module 1,

memory module 2 , and memory module 3) to store RAID blocks A1-Dp, in

which "p" represents an integer value greater than one. According to this

example, each RAID block may include a single cacheline. A cacheline is the

largest unit of data that can be atomically read or written to a memory module.

A cacheline could be of any size used by processors, such as 64 bytes. The

use of a single cacheline RAID block size should not be taken restrictively.

Cachelines A 1, A2, B 1 , B2, C 1, C2, D 1 , and D2 represent data cachelines that

are distributed across memory module 1 and memory module 2 . Cachelines

Ap, Bp, Cp, and Dp represent parity cachelines that are stored in memory

module 3 . The parity cachelines provide redundancy for the data cachelines.

[0043] A stripe may include a combination of data cachelines from at

least one memory module and parity cachelines from at least one other

memory module. In other words, a stripe may include memory blocks

distributed across multiple modules which contain redundant information, and

must be atomically accessed to maintain the consistency of the redundant

information. For example, one stripe may include cachelines A 1 , A2, and Ap



another stripe may include cachelines C 1 , C2, and Cp (stripe 3), and another

stripe may include cachelines D 1 , D2, and Dp (stripe 4). The data cachelines

in a stripe may or may not be sequential in the address space of the processor

102. A RAID memory group may include stripes 1-4. The example in FIG. 2

represents a RAID-4 configuration, where all parity cachelines are stored on a

single memory module. Other RAID configurations, such as RAID-1 where the

parity cachelines are mirrors of the data cachelines, and RAID-5 where parity

cachelines distributed across all memory modules, and other redundancy

schemes are also covered by the present disclosure.

[0044] According to this example, if memory module 1 fails, the data

cachelines from memory module 2 may be combined with the corresponding-

stripe parity cachelines from memory module 3 (using the boolean exclusive-

or function) to reconstruct the missing cachelines. For instance, if memory

module 1 fails, then stripe 1 may be reconstructed by performing an exclusive-

or function on data cacheline A2 and parity cacheline Ap to determine data

cacheline A 1. In addition, the other stripes may be reconstructed in a similar

manner using the fault tolerant scheme of this example. In general, a

cacheline on a single failed memory module may be reconstructed by using

the exclusive-or function on the corresponding-stripe cachelines on all of the

surviving memory modules.

[0045] FIGS. 3-6 respectively depict diagrams of methods 300-600 for

determining failed components and prevent silent data corruption in a fault-

tolerant memory fabric in a fault-tolerant memory fabric with multiple

redundancy controllers and multiple media controllers according to examples

of the present disclosure. It should be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the

art that the methods 300-600 represent generalized illustrations and that other

sequences may be added or existing sequences may be removed, modified or

rearranged without departing from the scopes of the methods 300-600.

[0046] FIG. 3 shows a state diagram of a method 300 to determine failed

components and prevent silent data corruption in a fault-tolerant memory

fabric, according to an example of the present disclosure. According to the



disclosed example, a redundancy controller may distinguish between a true

media controller failure and failures of multiple fabric devices when the

redundancy controller loses contact with the media controller. A degraded

mode may be used to handle a true media controller failure, while the failure of

multiple fabric devices may result in the redundancy controller shutting down.

As shown in FIG.3 , the various states for a redundancy controller may include

a normal state 310, a failover state 320, a shutdown state 340, and a

degraded mode 330.

[0047] A redundancy controller may operate in a normal state 310 if there

are multiple routes not experiencing timeouts to a media controller, as shown

in state loop 301 . In other words, the redundancy controller may operate in

the normal state 310 if the redundancy controller sends request packets along

the routes to a media controller and receives response packets (e.g.,

acknowledgement) back from the media controller along more than one of the

same routes within a predetermined time threshold. For simplification,

examples of method 300 describe two routes between the redundancy

controller and the media controller (i.e., the primary route and the failover

route). Accordingly, if there are no timeouts in either the primary route or

failover route, the redundancy controller operates in the normal state 310, as

shown in loop 301 . It is noted that the disclosed examples are not limited to

these two routes and may include any plurality of routes between the

redundancy controller and the media controller.

[0048] According to an example, the health of all routes in the memory

fabric between redundancy controllers and their associated media controller

are tested in periodic cycles with a ping protocol. The ping protocol, for

example, is where a ping-request packet is sent from a redundancy controller

on each route in the memory fabric and a corresponding ping-response packet

is returned on each respective route. The ping-request and ping-response

packets carry no useful information and serve only as a test of successful

delivery of the packets along the round-trip routes. In this regard, outstanding

pings are timed, and if no ping response is received within a certain



controller have failed. For example, a periodic cycle may include, but is not

limited to, one ping on each route per millisecond. In other examples, the

periodic cycle may be determined based on a tradeoff calculation. That is,

higher ping rates may give stronger resistance to silent data corruption risks,

whereas lower ping rates may consume less bandwidth overhead on the

memory fabric.

[0049] The use of the ping protocol may ensure that any fabric device

failure is detected within a millisecond of its occurrence for example, and may

ensure that a failure of the media controller is distinguishable from a pair of

independent fabric device routing failures. In the absence of the ping protocol,

the failure of a single route could only be detected the next time a memory

access happens to depend upon that route. Based upon the unpredictability

of a RAID traffic pattern, there may be no upper bound on to that delay.

Accordingly, without the ping protocol, a first memory fabric failure may not

even be detected until after the second failure has already occurred, which

undermines the fault-tolerance and data integrity of the memory fabric

because discovery of the first failure does not occur in time to allow the first

failure to be repaired prior to the occurrence of the second failure. In this

scenario, even if the two memory fabric failures occur widely separated in

time, the two memory fabric failures are both observed by a redundancy

controller at the same time (i.e., the next time the redundancy controller

attempts to access the media controller). The fact that the two memory fabric

failures are observed at the same moment in time is what makes the multiple

independent fabric device failures indistinguishable from a media controller

failure.

[0050] The ping protocol, however, may only be required when there is

no routine RAID traffic pattern. A redundancy controller may opportunistically

skip sending a ping for a given route if the redundancy controller instead

sends other packets that may serve the same purpose (e.g., a normal RAID

read or write request on the same route at the same time). Thus, explicit

pings may only be required when there would otherwise be no packet



needed and on the route to be tested. The pings therefore impose little or no

additional bandwidth burden on the memory fabric during times when the

memory fabric is already heavily utilized.

[0051] The redundancy controller may transition to the failover state 320

in response to the timeout of the primary route within a number of consecutive

periodic cycles (e.g., within two periodic cycles), as shown in transition state

303. In the failover state 320, the redundancy controller may resend a request

packet to the media controller on the secondary route as long as there is no

timeout on the secondary routes within the number of consecutive periodic

cycles, as shown in state loop 305. According to an example, the results of a

single periodic cycle of pings are not interpreted in isolation. For instance, if

some routes time out and others do not within a single periodic cycle, this

does not necessarily indicate that some routes have failed and while other

routes are still functioning. A single media controller fault may still be

responsible if the fault occurred sometime during the periodic cycle of pings.

For example, the requested ping packets that reached the media controller

before the fault may receive response ping packet, while requested ping

packets that arrived after the fault are timed out. Accordingly, the timeout of a

route should be determined within a number of consecutive periodic cycles

(e.g., within two periodic cycles), as shown in transition state 303.

[0052] No data corruption hazard exists until the redundancy controller

completely loses contact with the media controller. So long as even one route

survives, there is no reason for the redundancy controller to consider

transitioning the degraded mode 340. Also, the failure of all routes to the

media controller requires multiple independent fabric device failures. That is,

in a properly-designed high-availability fault-tolerant memory fabric, it is

unacceptable that one single fabric device failure could result in the

simultaneous loss of all routes from the redundancy controller to the

associated media controller. A single fabric device failure might cause the

loss of a subset of the routes, but only a combination of multiple independent

failures of the fabric devices may result in the loss of all routes.



[0053] As shown in transition state 307, a failed fabric device on the

primary route should be replaced prior to a failure of the secondary route to

provide uninterrupted and resilient operation of the high-availability memory

fabric. In other words, when the initial or partial route loss occurs, a repair or

replacement of the failed fabric devices on the primary route may be

scheduled. If the failed fabric devices are replaced before a failure of the

secondary route, fabric resilience has been restored and uninterrupted

operation of the memory fabric is maintained.

[0054] However, if the failed fabric devices are not replaced in transition

state 307 prior to a failure of the secondary route, the loss of the secondary

route may be ambiguous to the redundancy controller. That is, the loss of the

secondary route may be attributed to either the failure of a second

independent fabric device on the secondary route or a failure of the media

controller. As discussed above, it may not be safe for the redundancy

controller to transition to the degraded mode 340 after the loss of all of the

routes to the media controller because of the risk of a silent data corruption.

The silent data corruption may occur in the event that the secondary route

failure was due to the failure of the second independent fabric component

rather than the failure of the media controller. In other words, when multiple

fabric devices fail, which isolates a redundancy controller from being able to

communicate with the media controller, the failure may not affect all

redundancy controllers because the routes from another redundancy controller

to the same media controller may not depend upon the same failed fabric

devices. Thus, the affected redundancy controller may transition to the

degraded mode 340, while other redundancy controllers do not. As noted

earlier, the unsynchronized entry in to degraded mode by two or more

redundancy controllers may result in a silent data corruption.

[0055] Therefore, to avoid silent data corruption, the redundancy

controller may transition to a shutdown state 330 if the failed fabric devices are

not replaced prior to a timeout on the secondary route, as shown in transition

state 309. In other words, the redundancy controller may assume a fabric

device failure and transition to the shutdown state 330 in response to failing to



receive a response packet on the secondary route during a periodic cycle that

is subsequent to the two initial consecutive periodic cycles. Thus, starting

with a healthy memory fabric where multiple viable routes exist from the

redundancy controller to the media controller, if all routes appear to fail some

time apart (e.g., two consecutive periodic cycles representing partial loss of

routes, before the remaining routes are eventually lost), the redundancy

controller must not transition to the degraded mode 340, but may transition to

the shutdown state 330 if and when the remaining routes are lost. After the

redundancy controller is in the shutdown state 330, a memory fabric repair of

the part of the memory fabric that is dependent upon the redundancy

controller may be performed as shown in transition state 3 11.

[0056] As discussed above, silent data corruption may occur if multiple

redundancy controllers operate under mutually-inconsistent assumptions

about which, if any, media controllers have failed. According to the disclosed

examples, if one single redundancy controller assumes that a media controller

has failed, then all other redundancy controllers must also assume that the

media controller as failed. In this regard, the silent data corruption hazards

discussed above can never occur. This does not imply that multiple

redundancy controllers must transition to the degraded mode 340 at the exact

same time. The multiple redundancy controllers may transition to the

degraded mode 340 at a consistent point in the sequence of reads and write

that they issue to the failed media controller. Thus, if the nature of the failure

is catastrophic media controller failure (e.g., where the media controller

abruptly stops responding to any and all access requests, regardless of the

redundancy controller the access requests arrive), then all read or write

requests arriving at the media controller subsequent to the failure from any of

the redundancy controllers, may eventually be completed using the degraded

mode 340. Accordingly, there is no harmful mixing of some redundancy

controllers writing in the degraded mode 340 while others do not write in the

degraded mode 340. Similarly, if the nature of the failure is detectable by the

otherwise functioning media controller (e.g., detects permanent and

uncorrectable failure of some region of memory or storage), the media



controller may ensure a safe transition into degraded mode by all redundancy

controllers by presenting itself as failed. The media controller may present

itself as failed either by explicit response codes or by deliberately ceasing to

respond to requests in an abrupt manner that affects all access requests

received regardless of source.

[0057] The transition of all redundant controllers into the degraded mode

340 may be synchronized with a synchronous rendezvous between the

redundancy controllers. For example, redundancy controller that has lost

contact with a media controller might temporarily block further writes to

affected stripe until it has directly communicated with other redundancy

controllers, so that all redundancy controllers may transition to the degraded

mode 340 in a coordinated and synchronous fashion. While functionally

robust, example may be impractical within a high-availability fault-tolerant

memory fabric since any direct communication between redundancy

controllers creates additional potential single points of failure.

[0058] Thus, according to an example, a redundancy controller may

transition to the degraded mode 340 when there are concurrent timeouts on all

of the routes (e.g., primary route and secondary route) from the redundancy

controller to the media controller as shown in transition state 3 13 . For

example the redundancy controller may transition to the degraded mode 340

when the redundancy controller does not receive response packets from any

of the routes between the redundancy controller and the media controller

within two consecutive periodic cycles. In this scenario, the redundancy

controller may safely assume that the root cause of the route failures is a

failed media controller. For a sufficiently high ping rate, the statistical

likelihood of multiple independent faults developing in such a small time

window is vanishingly small. In this example, the redundancy controller

transitions to the degraded mode 340, and is safe from silent data corruption

because the root cause is known to be media controller failure. Therefore, it is

not possible for any other redundancy controller to continue normal operation

without also transitioning to the degraded mode 340. Once the redundancy

controllers are transitioned to the degraded mode 340, the failed media



controller may be replaced and the data thereon may be rebuilt using RAID,

as shown in transition state 315.

[0059] According to an example, the method 300 may take additional

precautions if the underlying memory fabric is lossy. In a lossy memory fabric,

pings may occasionally timeout due to transient ping-request or ping-response

packet loss events, which are not representative of any fabric device failure.

Thus, in a lossy memory fabric, the disclosed examples may make a

determination of the failure of a route or a media controller based upon the

results of a number of consecutive periodic cycles of pings. Accordingly, this

determination may be sufficient to obviate the risk of misinterpretation due to

transient effects.

[0060] With reference to FIG. 4 , there is shown a flow diagram of a

method 400 used by multiple redundancy controllers to determine failed

components in a fault-tolerant memory fabric, according to an example of the

present disclosure.

[0061] In block 410, a redundancy controller from a plurality of

redundancy controllers in the memory fabric may transmit request packets

along a plurality of routes between the redundancy controller and a media

controller in periodic cycles. The request packets, for example, may be ping

packets.

[0062] The redundancy controller may then determine whether route

failures for all of the plurality of routes have occurred within a number of

consecutive periodic cycles, as shown in block 420. The number of

consecutive cycles, for instance, may be a number greater than one. A route

failure, for instance, is determined to have occurred if a response packet to a

request packet is not received along the same route on which the request

packet was transmitted within a periodic cycle;

[0063] In response to determining that route failures for all of the plurality

of routes have occurred within the number of consecutive periodic cycles, the

redundancy controller may establish that the media controller has failed, as

shown in block 430. On the other hand, in response to determining that route



number of consecutive periodic cycles, the redundancy controller may

establish that a fabric device has failed, as shown in block 440.

[0064] With reference to FIG. 5 , there is shown a flow diagram of a

method 500 used by multiple redundancy controllers to prevent silent data

corruption in a fault-tolerant memory fabric, according to an example of the

present disclosure.

[0065] In response to establishing that the media controller has failed as

shown in block 430 of FIG. 5 , the redundancy controller may enter a degraded

mode, as shown in block 510. The degraded mode, for example, allows

continued access to data previously stored on the failed media controller

through use of redundant data stored on other media controllers. According to

an example, each of the plurality of redundancy controllers may transmit

request packets along a plurality of routes between each of the redundancy

controllers and the media controller in periodic cycles, and each of the plurality

of redundancy controllers may determine whether route failures for all of the

plurality of routes have occurred within a number of consecutive periodic

cycles. Thus, in response to each of the plurality of redundancy controllers

determining that route failures for all of the plurality of routes have occurred

within the number of consecutive periodic cycles, each of the plurality of

redundancy controllers may transition to a degraded mode to prevent silent

data corruption.

[0066] With reference to FIG. 6 , there is shown a flow diagram of a

method 600 used by multiple redundancy controllers to prevent silent data

corruption in a fault-tolerant memory fabric when multiple, independent fabric

devices fail, according to an example of the present disclosure.

[0067] In response to establishing that a fabric device has failed as

shown in block 440 of FIG. 4 , the redundancy controller may transmit request

packets along remaining routes that are functional as shown in block 610. In

block 620, the redundancy controller may monitor for route failures in the

remaining functional routes.



[0068] In response to a determination from the monitoring that route

failures in the remaining functional routes have occurred during a periodic

cycle subsequent to the number of consecutive periodic cycles, the

redundancy controller may be shut down, as shown in block 630. According

to an example, the memory fabric may be repaired following the shut down of

the redundancy controller. As a result, the use of routes through the fabric

devices that are dependent upon the redundancy controller may be reenabled.

[0069] On the other hand, in response to a determination from the

monitoring that the remaining functional routes remain functional during a

periodic cycle subsequent to the number of consecutive periodic cycles, the

redundancy controller may continue to transmit request packets along the

remaining routs that are functional.

[0070] Some or all of the operations set forth in the methods 300-600

may be contained as utilities, programs, or subprograms, in any desired

computer accessible medium. In addition, the methods 300-600 may be

embodied by computer programs, which may exist in a variety of forms both

active and inactive. For example, they may exist as machine readable

instructions, including source code, object code, executable code or other

formats. Any of the above may be embodied on a non-transitory computer

readable storage medium.

[0071] Examples of non-transitory computer readable storage media

include conventional computer system RAM, ROM, EPROM, EEPROM, and

magnetic or optical disks or tapes. It is therefore to be understood that any

electronic device capable of executing the above-described functions may

perform those functions enumerated above.

[0072] Turning now to FIG. 7 , a schematic representation of a computing

device 700, which may be employed to perform various functions of the

redundancy controller 110 as depicted in FIG. 1C, is shown according to an

example implementation. The device 700 may include a processor 702

coupled to a computer-readable medium 710 by a fabric interconnect 720.

The computer readable medium 710 may be any suitable medium that



participates in providing instructions to the processor 702 for execution. For

example, the computer readable medium 7 10 may be non-volatile media, such

as an optical or a magnetic disk; volatile media, such as memory.

[0073] The computer-readable medium 7 10 may store instructions to

perform methods 300-600. For example, the computer-readable medium 710

may include machine readable instructions such as request packet

instructions 712 to transmit request packets along a plurality of routes

between a redundancy controller and a media controller in periodic cycles,

route failure determination instructions 714 to determine whether route failures

for all of the plurality of routes have occurred within a number of consecutive

periodic cycles, degraded mode instructions 716 to activate a degraded mode,

and monitoring instructions 718 to monitor for route failures in remaining

functional routes. In this regard, the computer-readable medium 710 may

include machine readable instructions to perform methods 300-600 when

executed by the processor 702.

[0074] What has been described and illustrated herein are examples of

the disclosure along with some variations. The terms, descriptions and figures

used herein are set forth by way of illustration only and are not meant as

limitations. Many variations are possible within the scope of the disclosure,

which is intended to be defined by the following claims - and their equivalents

- in which all terms are meant in their broadest reasonable sense unless

otherwise indicated.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method for determining a failed component in a fault-tolerant memory

fabric, the method comprising:

transmitting, by a redundancy controller from a plurality of redundancy

controllers in the memory fabric, request packets along a plurality of routes

between the redundancy controller and a media controller in periodic cycles;

determining whether route failures for all of the plurality of routes have

occurred within a number of consecutive periodic cycles, wherein a route failure

is determined to have occurred if a response packet to a request packet is not

received along the same route on which the request packet was transmitted

within a periodic cycle;

in response to determining that route failures for all of the plurality of

routes have occurred within the number of consecutive periodic cycles,

establishing that the media controller has failed; and

in response to determining that route failures for less than all of the

plurality of routes have occurred within the number of consecutive periodic

cycles, establishing that a fabric device has failed.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein establishing that the media controller has

failed comprises:

entering the redundancy controller into a degraded mode, wherein the

degraded mode allows continued access to data previously stored on the failed

media controller through use of redundant data stored on other media

controllers.

3 . The method of claim 1, wherein establishing that the fabric device has



failed comprises:

transmitting request packets along remaining routes that are functional;

and

monitoring for route failures in the remaining functional routes.

4 . The method of claim 3 , wherein monitoring for route failures in the

remaining functional routes comprises:

shutting down the redundancy controller in response to a determination

from the monitoring that route failures in the remaining functional routes have

occurred during a periodic cycle subsequent to the number of consecutive

periodic cycles.

5 . The method of claim 4 , further comprising:

reenable the use of routes through the fabric devices that are dependent

upon the redundancy controller after the memory fabric is repaired.

6 . The method of claim 1, wherein each of the plurality of redundancy

controllers transmit request packets along a plurality of routes between each of

the redundancy controllers and the media controller in periodic cycles, and each

of the plurality of redundancy controllers determine whether route failures for all

of the plurality of routes have occurred within a number of consecutive periodic

cycles.

7 . The method of claim 6 , further comprising:

in response to each of the plurality of redundancy controllers determining

that route failures for all of the plurality of routes have occurred within the

number of consecutive periodic cycles, transitioning each of the plurality of

redundancy controllers to a degraded mode to prevent silent data corruption.



8 . The method of claim 1, wherein the request packets and the response

packets are ping packets.

9 . A redundancy controller to determine a failed component in a fault-

tolerant memory fabric, the redundancy controller comprising:

a packet module to send request ping-packets along a plurality of

routes between the redundancy controller and a media controller in

periodic cycles;

a determination module to determine whether route failures for all

of the plurality of routes have occurred within a number of consecutive

periodic cycles, wherein a route failure is determined to have occurred if

a ping-response packet to a ping-request packet is not received along the

same route on which the request packet was transmitted within a periodic

cycle; and

a designation module to

designate a failed media controller in response to

determining that route failures for all of the plurality of routes have

occurred within the number of consecutive periodic cycles, and

designate a failed fabric device in response to determining

that route failures for less than all of the plurality of routes have occurred

within the number of consecutive periodic cycles.

10. The redundancy controller of claim 9 , wherein to designate a failed media

controller, the designation module is to:

enter a degraded mode, wherein the degraded mode allows continued

access to data previously stored on the failed media controller through use of

redundant data stored on other media controllers.



11. The redundancy controller of claim 9 , wherein to designate a failed fabric

device, the designation module is to:

transmit request ping-packets along the remaining routes that are

functional; and

monitor for route failures in the remaining functional routes

12. The redundancy controller of claim 11, wherein to monitor for route

failures in the remaining functional routes, designation module is to:

shut down the redundancy controller in response to a determination from

the monitoring that route failures in the remaining functional routes have

occurred during a periodic cycle subsequent to the number of consecutive

periodic cycles; and

reenable the use of routes through fabric devices that are dependent

upon the redundancy controller after the memory fabric is repaired.

13. A non-transitory computer readable medium to determine a failed

component in a fault-tolerant memory fabric, including machine readable

instructions executable by a processor to:

transmit request packets along a plurality of routes between a

redundancy controller and a media controller in periodic cycles;

determine whether route failures for all of the plurality of routes have

occurred within a number of consecutive periodic cycles, wherein a route failure

is determined to have occurred if a response packet to a request packet is not

received along the same route on which the request packet was transmitted

within a periodic cycle;

in response to determining that route failures for all of the plurality of

routes have occurred within the number of consecutive periodic cycles,

establish that the media controller has failed, and



activate a degraded mode;

in response to determining that route failures for less than all of the

plurality of routes have occurred within the number of consecutive periodic

cycles,

establish that a fabric device has failed, and

monitor for route failures in remaining functional routes.

14. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 13, wherein to

monitor for route failures in the remaining functional routes, the machine

readable instructions are executable by the processor to:

shut down the redundancy controller in response to a determination from

the monitoring that route failures in the remaining functional routes have

occurred during a periodic cycle subsequent to the number of consecutive

periodic cycles.

15. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 13, wherein in

response the redundancy controller activating the degraded mode, the machine

readable instructions are executable by the processor to prevent silent data

corruption in the fault-tolerant memory.
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